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being in fact loans, by the companies to the so-called
hirers to enable the latter to buy the articles, the loans
to be secured by the power given to the companies by the
hire-purchase agreements of seizing the articles on default,
and that therefore the hire-purchase agreements are bills
of sale and void for want of compliance with the require-
ments of the Acts.
There have been a number of decisions dealing with the
various situations which have arisen in connection with
this sort of transaction, and the decisions have fluctuated
from one side to the other according to the facts, but in
no case has it been decided (at any rate in any reported
case) that the method which may -be described as the
orthodox method is invalid if it truly represents what the
transaction is. What is called the orthodox method takes
the following course—(i) proposal form by hirer before
any agreement to buy from retailer, (2) purchase of car
by finance company from retailer, (3) signature of hire-
purchase agreement by hirer and (simultaneously or
before, if required, signature of guarantee by guarantor),
(4) acceptance of proposal and signature of hire-purchase
agreement by finance company, (5) delivery of article to
hirer by retailer. I venture to doubt whether at this late
stage, after the system has passed through the scrutiny
of the courts on many thousands of occasions, such a
method would now be held to be necessarily void for
failure to comply with the Bills of Sale Acts or Money-
lenders Acts. Each case will continue to be treated on
its own facts. There are even a number of cases (mostly
unreported) in which the finance company purchased
from the person who subsequently became the hirer and
then relet to that person, and yet the Court held that the
transaction was valid. Such a case was Staffs Motor
Guarantee, Ltd. v. British Wagon Co., Ltd. (t), in which H.,
a dealer in motor vehicles, and the defendants, a finance
company, entered into a transaction for the sale of a motor
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